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Dynamiq yachts prepare a fast displacement seriesDynamiq yachts prepare a fast displacement series

On June 25th 2015, the Dynamiq brand was launched in Monaco
focusing on long-distance yachts with comfort and style. Three all-
occasion yachts have been designed by the Dynamiq team, these
constitute a new range called Grand Turismo Transatlantic.

The yard's new series will be part of a new vessel type which is
coming to be known as fast displacement. Key players in this new
vessel category include well-known names such as Heesen Yachts
which have already launched their first series, the 55m Azamanta

The team Sergei Dobroserdov, CEO of Dynamiq yachts, assembled is
however no less impressive. The interior design was done by the
famous Bannenberg & Rowell, London-based studio. The hull form
was done by Azure Naval Architects and Van Oossanen Naval
Architects. Glyn Peter Machin handled the deck furniture and Rogier
van der Heide the hue WiFi lighting system. To represent the
Dynamiq brand on the sales market, Hein Velema, Worth Avenue
Yachts broker, was picked with Connor F. Cogan representing the US
office and Nikita Gorchakov representing the brand in Russia.

The Dynamiq GTT is available in three base models of very
manageable, optimum size: the 127 foot (38.6 metre) D4 base model
and S4 sport version, and the lengthened 132 foot (40 metre) D4 L
limousine version. The base model is equipped with MAN diesels and
Fortjes pod drive propulsion to give a maximum speed of 21 knots,
while the D4 S sport version features MTU engines and larger pods
for a top speed of 25 knots. In addition, the S4 features carbon fibre
styling details to the interior and exterior, model-specific paint options
and further interior options not available on the base model. 
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